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Executive Summary
When considering storage technologies most of the attention is focused on primary storage, the systems
supporting production databases, customer-facing applications, critical analytics, etc. The majority of
storage systems in use today were designed for these primary use cases. But there is a secondary group
of files and data objects that dwarfs these primary data sets in storage capacity, one that also has a very
different set of characteristics driving storage requirements. New storage solutions, like Cohesity, were
developed specifically for this use case, with features and functionality designed to address the special
challenges of storing “secondary data”. This paper will examine the Cohesity DataPlatform with two
other scale-out NAS systems comparing their costs in a secondary data environment.
The research presented here, in the form of a total cost of ownership (TCO) analysis, shows that
enterprise storage administrators can cut the cost of scale-out NAS significantly when using Cohesity’s
DataPlatform. Cohesity is a little more than half the cost of one leading NAS solution and less than onethird the cost of another. When the timeline is extended and cumulative cost is calculated, Cohesity
saves more than $2M over seven years (see figures 4 and 5 below).
The Cohesity DataPlatform has a distributed cluster architecture that scales to hundreds of nodes and is
designed to function as a consolidation point for a variety of data types and workflows. It has a number
of specific features that help address the challenges of storing secondary data and reduce its total cost
of ownership.

The Challenges of Storing Secondary Data
Every company has its primary production applications and data sets. These are the systems that
generate the revenue and drive day to day functions of the organization. Secondary data are the copies
of primary data that are created to support data protection, testing and development, but also include
users’ files, multi-media content, logs, etc. In fact, secondary data typically comprises up to 80% of the
total storage capacity of the enterprise. And the growth of secondary data can be insidious, as multiple
data sources, often on separate storage systems, quietly expand.
Silos of Storage
Data protection is typically a major part of the IT infrastructure and is discussed below. Other secondary
data sources are frequently captured and stored on dedicated systems, “point solutions” that are
designed and deployed for that purpose. There are plenty of examples in most enterprises, such as the
storage systems that support test and development teams, often part of an infrastructure that’s
deployed, operated and expanded independently from core IT. End user and multi-media files are
additional examples, as are log files and other metadata from production and operations programs.
Companies archive data to save money on primary storage or provide more protection, driving the
purchase of file or object storage systems. These archives can also support data analytics as companies
look to pull more insight out of their existing data. All of these distributed “silos” present multiple points
of management, they are less resource-efficient and can complicate the scaling process, compared with
a consolidated storage system.
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Management and Visibility
Obviously, deploying, maintaining and scaling multiple storage silos creates more work for IT personnel
than running a single system. Often these are purpose-built appliances that have their own
management GUIs, update schedules and expansion processes. And besides the operational overhead,
these systems do not provide uniform visibility into the data itself. This reduces IT’s ability to maximize
resources and limits the analysis of the data itself.
Capacity Efficiency
These systems create their own copies of data, often multiple copies based on the use case, the obvious
one being data protection. But backup is just the beginning, test and development generates copies,
users keep files that their peers also have, and logs and other metadata that are continuously generated,
can be saved for long periods, or forever. Controlling the creation of these duplicate files and data
objects can result in a significant reduction in storage consumed. Copy data management is the term
used to describe this process, but it’s more difficult when these data aren’t stored on the same system.
Space saving processes like deduplication can also suffer in a multi-silo environment. The effectiveness
of the complex comparisons they use to reduce redundancy are a function of the size of the data sets
they are run on. Deduplication running on a single, consolidated storage system can produce much
better results than each silo running its own dedupe.

Cohesity DataPlatform
The Cohesity DataPlatform is a scale-out NAS (file and object) solution that natively supports NFS, SMB
and S3 protocols, allowing Cohesity to accommodate the multiple types of data that comprise enterprise
secondary data. The DataPlatform also provides native integration with the public cloud enabling cloud
tiering, cloud archiving, DR, advanced analytics and other hybrid cloud operations. The DataPlatform
offers simple deployment, seamless upgrades and virtually unlimited expansion making it an ideal
consolidation point for storing secondary data. Cohesity also includes an embedded data protection
feature that can replace traditional backup software and purpose-build backup appliances (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Basic architecture of the Cohesity scale-out DataPlatform as a secondary storage consolidation point consisting of
clustered nodes. Cohesity’s optional DataProtect software supports integrated data protection. Native cloud integration is
also supported.

Hardware Architecture
The Cohesity DataPlatform can be deployed initially as a 2U system that includes 4 nodes, for a total of
24 TB of disk capacity (raw) and 3.2TB of flash (model 2105) up to 96 TB and 8 TB (2500 series) or 120 TB
disk capacity and 6.4 TB flash (model 2605). Each node also has two 10Gb SFP+ and two 10 GbE
interfaces as well as an out-of-band management interface for remote configuration (See Figure 2
below).
Nodes can be added individually and without limitation when required for linear scaling of capacity and
performance. Individual nodes can also be upgraded non-disruptively with new software and hardware,
or replaced with new nodes. This “upgrade in place” aspect of the DataPlatform leads to increased
system longevity without the traditional technology refresh that requires the addition of system images
and/or disruptive data migrations.
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Technical Specifications

C2105

C2505/C2515

C2305

C2605

Per Node

Per Block (4 Nodes)

Per Node

Per Block (4 Nodes)

Per Node

Per Block (4 Nodes)

Per Node

Per Block (4 Nodes)

6 TB

24 TB

12 TB

48 TB

24 TB

96 TB

30 TB

120 TB

PCI-e-Based Flash Storage

800 GB

3.2 TB

800 GB

3.2 TB

1.6TB/2TB

6.4TB/8TB

1.6 TB

6.4 TB

Memory

64 GB

256 GB

64 GB

256 GB

64 GB

256 GB

64 GB

256 GB

8 x Intel E5-2620

2 x Intel E5-2620

8 x Intel E5-2620

Hard disk capacity

CPU

On-Board Network
Connectivity

2 x Intel E5-2603 v4

8 x Intel E5-2603v4

2 x Intel E5-2620

8 x Intel E5-2620

2 x Intel E5-2620

1.7GHz 6-Core CPUs

1.7GHz 6-Core CPUs

2.1GHz 8-Core CPUs

2.1GHz 8-Core CPUs

2.1GHz 8-Core CPUs

2x 10 GbE
2x 1 GbE
1x IPMI

8x 10 GbE

8x 10 GbE

2x 10 GbE

8x 10 GbE

2x 10 GbE

8x 10 GbE

8x 1 GbE

2x 1 GbE

8x 1 GbE

2x 1 GbE

8x 1 GbE

4x IPMI

1x IPMI

4x IPMI

1x IPMI

4x IPMI

8x 1 GbE
4x IPMI

2x 10 GbE
2x 1 GbE
1x IPMI

Operating Environment

2.1GHz 8-Core CPUs 2.1GHz 8-Core CPUs 2.1GHz 8-Core CPUs

Cohesity DataPlatform

Storage Protocol Support

NFSv3, SMB 2.1, SMB 3.0, S3 REST API

Data Protection Integrations

VMware VADP, Oracle RMAN, Microsoft SQL, Windows, Linux, Pure Storage, NAS, Nutanix AHV, Microsoft Hyper-V, NetApp

Data Resiliency

Erasure Coding and RF/2

Cloud Archive

Google Nearline, Microsoft Azure, Amazon S3 & Glacier, any S3 and NFS compatible storage

Encryption
Dimensions
Weight

AES256

-

2U EIA Rack Units
17.24” x 30.35” x 3.42”
43.79x77.09x8.69cm

12.5 lbs. / 5.67kg

100 lbs. / 45.36 kg

-

2U EIA Rack Units
17.24” x 30.35” x 3.42”
43.79x77.09x8.69cm

-

2U EIA Rack Units
17.24” x 30.35” x 3.42”
43.79x77.09x8.69cm

-

2U EIA Rack Units
17.24” x 30.35” x 3.42”
43.79x77.09x8.69cm

12.5 lbs. / 5.67kg

100 lbs. / 45.36 kg

12.5 lbs. / 5.67kg

100 lbs. / 45.36 kg

12.5 lbs. / 5.67kg

100 lbs. / 45.36 kg

Figure 2. Cohesity C2000 Series Configuration Details (Source: Cohesity)

Power Supply
Voltage
Software
Architecture
Frequency Required

1,600 Watts (Maximum per block)
2x 110/220V AC Auto-Sensing Fully Redundant Power Supplies (per block)
47 Hz to 63 Hz

The Thermal
DataPlatform
has a software-defined, cluster architecture
5,459 BTU/Hour using
(Maximum) industry-standard server hardware
Rating
and commodity storage devices, with no single points of10°Cfailure.
This scale-out topology provides
to 35°C (50°F to 95°F)
Operating Temperature
storage capacity to accommodate secondary data uses and compute capacity to support global
-40°C to 70°C (-40°F to 158°F)
Non-Operating Temperature
deduplication
across the cluster, with data operations run directly on the platform. The overall software
FCC Part 15, ICES-003, CE, KCC, VCCI, BSMI
Emissions and Immunity
architecture
is diagrammed in Figure 3.
Safety

CE, BSMI

The Cohesity DataPlatform has a “shared-nothing” architecture (no single controller or metadata server)
that supports full consistency, as opposed to eventual consistency commonly found in other large-scale,
distributed files systems. On ingest, data is optimally placed on the tiered storage layers—flash and
HDD—that are distributed across the cluster. All data is written to two nodes simultaneously for high
availability
andlisted
fault
tolerance. And, as previously mentioned, all upgrades and replacements can be
*All storage capacities
are raw.
done without disruption to normal operation including hardware and software. This is a core capability
About Cohesity
that contributes to a lower total cost of ownership (TCO) over time.
122017

Cohesity delivers the industry’s first solution for secondary storage consolidation. Cohesity enables companies of all sizes to bring order to their
data chaos by converging storage workloads, including file services, data protection, Test/Dev, and in-place analytics, onto an infinitely scalable,
intelligent data platform. With Cohesity, customers can manage and protect data seamlessly, use it efficiently, and learn from it instantly. Cohesity
is headquartered in the heart of Silicon Valley, California with a global presence across the Americas, EMEA, and APAC.
Address 300 Park Ave. Suite 800, San Jose, CA 95110
Email contact@cohesity.com www.cohesity.com
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Figure 3. The Cohesity DataPlatform Architecture

SpanFS file system provides a (global) integrated indexing of NAS data that enables users to locate
sensitive files or data objects across the DataPlatform and help meet regulatory requirements or
support advanced analytics. Other NAS systems require a separate software solution to provide this
functionality. The SpanFS metadata architecture also enables unlimited snapshots and clones with no
processing overhead. This and other significant features and work flow add-ons are described below:
DataProtect - software option (additional cost) with the Cohesity DataPlatform that provides
an integrated, end-to-end data protection solution. DataProtect backs up VMs on all major
hypervisors, files on Windows and Linux servers, databases (MS SQL Server and Oracle
RMAN) and provides native backup for Pure Storage FlashArray and most NAS solutions. It
also supports app-consistent backups and near-instantaneous recovery of VMs, files and
objects, as well as Google-like file-level search in VMs and file systems.
Global deduplication and compression—variable length, global deduplication spanning all
nodes in the cluster. Administrators can choose between in-line or post process
deduplication, or no deduplication as needed.
SnapTree—snapshots are created using a tree of pointers to reduce latency rather than more
conventional methods that traverse an entire snapshot chain when assembling and retrieving
point-in-time copies of data. This allows administrators to automate snapshot creation by
scheduling snapshots, even on a minute-to-minute basis if required for near continuous data
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protection. Every node in a cluster can access any snapshot through a bounded pointer depth,
independent of the number of accumulated snapshot images.
Real-time analytics—monitors capacity utilization and trends in real-time at the cluster, VM
and file level.
Automated global indexing —tracks high-level indices such as files names and metadata, as
well as higher-level objects such VMDKs and VMs. It is used to enable rapid search and
recover capabilities even at large scale.
Software-based encryption—for data at rest and in-transit over a network. In-transit
encryption can be applied to data replicated to a remote Cohesity cluster or when data is
tiered or archived to the cloud.
Replication and DR orchestration—backups generated by a source DataPlatform using
SnapTree can be replicated to one or multiple DataPlatform targets at remote sites for
business continuance and disaster recovery operations. In addition, multiple sources can
replicate to a single or multiple targets. Global deduplication is also supported for replication.
DR orchestration software automates the connection and discovery of virtualized
infrastructure at target sites.
CloudTier—native cloud integration for off-site data tiering. Cohesity CloudTier currently
supports Google Cloud Storage, Microsoft Azure, and Amazon S3.
CloudArchive—long-term off-site archival storage on leading cloud providers including
Google Cloud Storage Nearline, Microsoft Azure Cool, Amazon S3 and Glacier.
Protocols—supported include NFSv3, SMB 3.0 and REST.

Data Protection
The Cohesity DataPlatform can be deployed as a backup and recovery storage system for an existing
backup software solution (Target Mode) or as a full data protection system (Integrated Mode) with
Cohesity DataProtect software. These two backup options are not mutually exclusive, customers have
the choice to use the system as a backup target for some data sets or workloads and as an integrated
data protection solution for others. Either mode provides all of the functionality of the DataPlatform as
described above. For more information on Cohesity data protection, see the Evaluator Group Report
“Minimizing Storage TCO in a Data Protection Environment”
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TCO Comparison of Cohesity with Competing Scale-out NAS Solutions for
Storing Secondary Data
This comparison, featuring the Cohesity DataPlatform and two competing NAS systems, is driven by a
TCO model. It tests these systems’ costs over a range of data types representing the most common
sources of secondary data. The model was based on Evaluator Group research, technical expertise and
real-world experience working with IT practitioners. The assumptions around configuration, pricing,
discounts, etc., are listed below.

Assumptions for this TCO Model
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Secondary data types included 100TB (First Year) of each of the following:
o User file data
o Multi-media file data
o Log file data
o Other data
Annual growth rate of 20% for each data type
Software cost is perpetual license charged on the basis of stored capacity
Hardware was discounted 20% off list,
Software was discounted 20% off list, Competitor 1 software discounted 50% off list
Annual Support cost of 15% per year
Cost of Cohesity DataPlatform model C2515 used for all calculations
Data reduction (deduplication and compression) levels used in this report came from published
vendor documents, technical papers and Evaluator Group research
Global Dedupe efficiency is an estimate based on Cohesity internal research
Cloud Tiering assumed 50% of data set is moved off to the cloud each year
AWS was used as the public cloud option for all three systems

Results
First Year TCO Comparison
The yearly cost comparison in Figure 4 below shows that the Cohesity DataPlatform costs a little over
half of one competitor’s scale-out NAS system and less than a third of the other. These three
configurations include public cloud connectivity for tiering.
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Cohesity vs Competitor Storage Systems – First Year TCO

Figure 4 – First year TCO comparison of Cohesity DataPlatform vs two competitor storage systems

Cumulative Cost over 7 Years
The first year comparison above shows that the Cohesity DataPlatform costs substantially less than
either of two competing NAS systems. When these costs are added up over multiple years the
difference is even more dramatic. Figure 5 below shows the cumulative costs of these three solutions
over seven years. Using Cohesity for secondary data can save more than $400,000 compared with one
solution and over $2M compared with the other.
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Cohesity vs Competitor Storage Systems – 7-year Cumulative Costs

Figure 5 - Seven-year TCO of Cohesity DataPlatform vs. two competing systems

Why Cohesity Costs Less
This TCO study compared the Cohesity DataPlatform with two other leading scale-out NAS solutions.
The Cohesity system came in significantly less than the other two offerings, based on the configurations
outlined in the “Assumptions” section. The factors that contribute to this cost differential are described
below. It should be noted that not all factors apply to all products, or impact all products equally with
different data types or in different environments. That said Evaluator Group believes these results to be
reasonable and these assumptions representative of a real world secondary storage environment.
To simplify the calculations it was assumed that all three scale-out NAS systems could serve as a single
consolidation point for an enterprise’s secondary data. In practice some of these competing solutions
may not be able to support all secondary data sources. In those cases costs would increase based on the
inefficiency of multiple silos described in “Challenges of Storing Secondary Data” above.
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Scale-out Economics
Hyper-scalers – the large cloud and social media companies - have proven the cost-effectiveness of
using standard servers and commodity storage over traditional scale-up designs. By developing
software-based solutions they reduce acquisition costs over proprietary hardware and take advantage
of the latest generations offered by the server manufacturers, which incorporate the lowest storage
device costs available.
These turnkey, software-based solutions can also be simpler to deploy and easier to operate, reducing
administrative overhead. Compared with traditional, scale-up designs, scale-out storage systems can be
upgraded and expanded in place, increasing the lifespan of the asset and reducing costs associated with
system replacement and data migration.
Storage Efficiency
All modern storage systems include some form of space savings or data reduction, technologies that
increase storage efficiency by reducing the actual capacity a data object consumes. These are typically
deduplication and compression (although not all systems include both). Lossless compression applies
algorithms to reduce statistical redundancy in the data object (areas of white space in an image, as an
example) and thereby reduce its size in bytes. Deduplication parses data objects into smaller segments
and assigns each a unique identifier that’s used to compare with other segments to ensure that no
duplicate segments are stored.
Deduplication effectiveness is impacted by the type of data and, particularly, by the size of the data set
used with which to make segment comparisons. Another factor is the size of the data segment used for
a particular data type. Cohesity performs deduplication and compression on a larger data set – at a
global level - across the entire cluster. This results in greater overall data reduction than when dedupe is
done at the component or array level. Cohesity uses a variable-length segment, based on the type of
data, further improving efficiency.
Copy Reduction
Many systems use a “post-process” dedupe, which is run after the original data has been written to the
storage system, using a standard block size. A more efficient method can be a variable-block, preprocess or in-line dedupe, in which redundant data segments are identified before they are written to
storage (Cohesity uses both methods, depending on the data). Rather than removing duplicate data, inline dedupe prevents redundant data from being stored in the first place. Like the adage, “an ounce of
prevention is worth a pound of cure”, duplicate prevention can be more effective at reducing costs than
reducing data after it has been stored.
Cohesity keeps track of all segments (with the appropriate redundancy to assure availability) and creates
pointers as needed to represent additional copies of data. Also called “copy data management, this is a
more intelligent way to control storage costs and maximize resources.
The impact of these space saving technologies is a marked reduction in the amount of storage
consumed. This, in turn, drives lower cost for infrastructure (hardware and software), and its associated
overhead costs. These include administrative costs (based on number of systems), power, cooling, floor
space and deployment.
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Data Resiliency
Most storage systems use RAID to provide data resiliency and availability in the event of a device or
subsystem failure. This creates a certain amount of “capacity overhead” based on the RAID level applied.
RAID 1, a simple mirror, consumes 50% of available storage capacity for a second copy. RAID 5 and RAID
6 consume somewhat less than this depending on the number of parity drives. Instead of RAID, Cohesity
uses Forward Error Correction or “Erasure Coding” to provide an appropriate level of resiliency and does
so for all files. This process consumes even less storage capacity than parity-based RAID resulting in a
better storage efficiency and a lower total cost. It should be noted that while some vendors claim to use
erasure coding, they only do so with larger files, instead reverting to mirroring for smaller file sizes
which reduces efficiency.

Conclusion
This Evaluator Group economic analysis shows that the Cohesity DataPlatform, scale-out NAS offers a
unique secondary data storage solution due to its distributed cluster architecture, commodity hardware
and ability to consolidate silos of storage. This combination allows Cohesity customers to use less costly
storage than with traditional NAS solutions and to more easily expand capacity when needed. And, as a
software-based, turnkey solution, it can be easier to deploy and operate.
Cohesity leverages its duplicate prevention and space saving technologies to reduce the capacity of
storage required for a given environment, driving down infrastructure and overhead cost. As a scale-out
storage system, the Cohesity DataPlatform can expand in place, essentially eliminating expensive
“forklift” system upgrades. And, the use of erasure coding instead of RAID for data availability and global
deduplication/compression improves capacity efficiency, further reducing total cost of ownership.
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